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PREFACE 

The Preface to the !\'larch, 1943, edition of this Report stated 1 "This paper should not be 
considered, in any sense, a final disposition of the subject matter. On the contrary, it re
presents merely a tentative approach to the subject. Not only is further data concerning Japanese 
air organization likely to become available~ but that organization is itself · subj~ct to constant 
chanee." 

Since that Report was issued, more data has come to light, and further changes have taken 
place in the organization of the Japanese air forces. As a result, this revised version of Air 
Information Report No. 2 is being issued. Again, it is necessary to caution the reader that 
Japanese air organization is extremely complex and extremely flexible; almost any statement made 
in this paper may have to be re-examined in the light of new evidence or of changes which may take 
place in the Japanese air forces. 

This paper has placed considerable emphasis on Japanese terms, in order to facilitate their 
handling by U.S. personnel. The confusion which has hitherto sur~ounded the subject of Japanese 
air organization has resulted, in large part, from the Japanese laneuage itself. 

It is obvious that the Japanese will write air unit terms, such as "section", in the pictor
ial characters of their own laneuage. Japanese phonetic renderings of these characters, when 
written in Roman letters, are termed "Rornaji 11

• For example, the phonetic rendering of the charac
te rs meaning "section" is SHOTAI. Such a Japanese Romaji term may be translated by a variety of 
English equivalents. It is therefore desirable to use, insofar as pof!sible, the original Romaji 
terms, and not their En~lish equivalents. 

A further important source of the confusion surrounding the subject of Japanese air organi
zation has been the too literal acceptance of statements concerning that organization made by 
Japanese sources. 

In particular, the loose use of various organizational terms, such as BUTAI, which has both 
general and specific meanings, and such as SENTAI, which describes ground and surface as well as 
air units, should be noted. Also the tendency of Japanese sources to identify Japanese units in a 
variety of we:;.;::. - by the name of the C .o. (this is especially frequent), the name of the current 
station, the name of the parent unit, or a numerical designation, must be taken into account. The 
possibility of misunderstandings arising from the above practices should be borne in mind by U.S. 
personnel when confronted by seemingly contradictory evidence concerning Japanese air organization. 

This paper does not attempt any detailed description of the strength and composition of 
specific units, except insofar as such description may serve to illustrate general Japanese prac
tice. 

The composition of any air unit may change radically from time to time, as losses are ex
perienced, and as its component elements are re-assigned or re-inforced. For this reason, the 
identification of a given unit should not be taken as a necessary indication of that unit's 
strength; the unit's composition ~y have been changed since its strength was last ascertained. 
Because of the frequency of such changes, any analysis of the strength and disposition of all b~t 
the very largest Japanese air units would serve no useful purpose in a paper of this type and 
classification. 

Any analysis of Japanese air organization should be based on a knowledge cf Japanese naval 
organization. Readers desiring to pursue this latter subject further are referred to confidential 
Serial 69-43, or the latest revision thereof, issued by the Office of Naval Intelligence. 

NOTE: A clear understanding of this paper will be more easiiy 
secured if constant reference is made to Parts 1 and 2 
of Table A, while reading Chapters I - III of the text. 
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4. BUTAla 

:5U$\l, meaning "force". is a term used alone, or in conjunction with other terms, by both 
the Japanese Army and Navy, to describe ·rather large air task forces. Army BUTAI, and Navy BUTAI, 
KUSHUBUTAI (Air Attack Forces), and KICHI KOKU BUTAI (Base Air Forces) will be fully describ~d in 
Chapters II and III of this paper. 

In addition to the above meanings, BUTAI is often used, in a rather general sense, to refer 
to any air unit. In this sense, BUTAI is generally prefaced by the name of the unit's commander 
e•g. WATANABE BUTAI (the Watanabe air unit). Vihen~used in this way, BUTAI contains no implications 
as "to the size and type of the unit in question - ·it is rather vague and non~descriptive term. 
This ~mphasizes again the necessity for referring to Japanese air unit terms in Romaji, unless an 
authoritative translation for such Romaji has already been disseminated. 
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NAVAL AIR FORCE 

1. Naval Aviation Headquarters (KAIGUN KOKU HOMBU) and the Combined Naval Air Cor s ( ~NGO 
KA GU KOKU SOTAI • 

The Naval Air Service is an integral part of the Navy, its particular problems being han
dled by the Naval Aviation Headquarters (KAIGUN KOKU HOMBU), which are headed by a Vice-Admiral. 
KAIGUN is .. Navy", KOKU is "aviation", and HOMBU is "Headquarters". 

These Headquarters were reorganized during October, 1942, to give the Vice-Admiral Command
ing authority over air operations, as well as over aviation personnel and materiel. This follqwed 
a similar reorganization of the Army Air Force Headquarters, Which had taken place in May, 1942. 
The head of the Naval Aviation Headquarters may be compared to our own Deputy Chief of Naval Oper-/ 
ations for Air. 

The head of the Naval Avia~ion Headquarters is co-equal in authori~ to the Navy Minister 
and the Chief of the Naval General Staff. Each of these three officers is directly responsible to 
the Emperor. Together they constitute the High Command of the Japanese Navy. 

Naval air training is carried on by the Combined Naval Air Corps (KAIGUN RENGO KOKU SOTAI), 
located in Japan proper, and now headed by a Prince of the Imperial Family. This Corps answers 
directly to the Naval Aviation Headquarters. It consists of Combined Air Groups (RENGO KOKUTAI), 
which are the units through which its training program is executed. 

2. The Combined Fleet (RENGO KANTAI). 

Under these three officers come1 (a) The C-in-e, Combined Fleet, (b) the C-in-e, Southwest 
Area Fl ,, , (Burma, Malaya, Indo-China, N.E.I., Philippines), (c) the C-in-C, China Seas Fleet, 
(d) ,the C:l!nmanders of Home Defense Forces in Japan proper. 

Airflot 23, (KOKUSENTAI 23)., known tactically as the East Indies Air Force (East Indies 
KOKU BUTAI), is attached to the 2nd Southern Expeditionary Fleet of the Southwest Area Fleet. 
Airflot 23 consists of one XCVS and two shore-based Air Groups (KOKUTAI). 

With this exception, the majori~ of Japanese naval aviation, like the majori~ of Japanese 
naval surface strength, comes under the Combined Fleet. RENGO is "Combined"; KANTAI is "Fleet". 
This fleet is broken down administratively into six surface Fleets, two Air Fleets, and one sub
marine Fleet, and tactically into various task forces and task organizaticns. 

Among the surface Fleets is the Third Fleet (DAI SAN KANTAI), which includes all Japanese 
carriers and' bence most Japanese naval ship-borne air strength. 

The two Air Fleets are the 11th (DAI JUICHI KOKU KANTAI), and the 12th (DAI ·JUNI KOKU 
KANTAI). These two Air Fleets together contain most of the Japanese Navy•s shore-based air 
strength. The Eleventh Air Fleet functions in the South and Southwest Pacific; the Twelfth Air 
Fleet, which is considerably smaller, was recently created to meet the growing American threat to 
the Kuriles. 

These Fleets and Air Fleets are commanded by Vice-Admirals (KAIGUN CHUSHO). These aame 
officers exercise tactical command over the task forces which parallel, to a large extent, the or
ganization of these administrative Fleets• 

KOKU stands for "air", DAI SAN is "third'' ,DAI JUICHI is "eleventh", DAI JUNI is "twelfth". 

3. Third Fleet (DAI SAN KANTAI). 

The Third Fleet contains all Japanese carriers as well as one Batdiv, two Crudiv's and 
five Desdiv's• It also includes Airflot 50, containing two shore-based Air Groups and one aircraft 
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carrier, which are devoted to ASN and to the training of carrier squadrons, and three ACV's which 
are probably used as aircraft transports. The continued existence or Airflot #50 is currently in 
doubt. 

In addition to the aircraft carriers, which make up the Third Fleet, and to the seaplane 
carriers, to be described later, Japanese naval ship-borne air strength includes observation pl~es 
on various classes of warships, as follower 

NO. 

10 
1 
2 
9 
2 

14 
1 
3 

33 
3 

the 

TYPE 

Battleships 
Heavy Cruiser (AOBU CLASS} 
Heavy Cruisers (TONE CLASS) 
Heavy Cruisers 
Heavy Cruisers 
Light Cn~iserf' 
Light Cruiser 
Submarine Tenders 
Submarines 
Armed Merchant Cruiserb 

PLANE TYH: 

vos 
vos 
vos 
vos 
vos 
vos 
NONE 
vos 
vos 
vos 

It was at one time suggested that these planes came under 
Third Fleet. There is no evidence to support this view. 

A. Ship-borne Air Flotillas (Ship-borne KOKUSENTAI). 

NUMBER CARRIED 
BY EACH TOTAL 

3 30 
2 2 
6 12 
4 36 
6 12 
1 14 
0 c 

5 
1 33 
2 6 

the administrative cognizance of 

The Third Fleet, the Eleventh Air Fleet, and probably the Twelfth Air Fleet are divided, 
administratively, into KOKUSEN!AI, each commanded by a Rear Admiral (KAIGUN SHOSHO). KOKU means 

"aviation", and, SENTAI means "division"; KOKUSENTAI is translated "Air Flotilla" or "Airflot". 

It is b3lieved that KOKUSENTAI 1-10 are reserved for Cardivs; KOKUSENTAI 11-20 for seaplane 
and training cocmands; KOKUSENTAI 21-30 for shore-based Air Flotillas. Currently only KOKUSENTAI 
1 and 2 (Cardivs}, 14 and 18 (Training}, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, and 26 (Shore Based Airflota) .are 
operational. 

Two or three carriers, (one Cardiv), make up one ship-borne KOKUSENTAI. The total air 
complement of two or thr~e Japanese carriers would. range from about 100 to 200 plane~uepending on 
the carriers involved. Thus a carrier KOKUSENTAI is about the same size as a shore-based 
KOKUSENTAl. There is some evidence that Cardivs {Carrier KOKUSENTAI) actually ~perate _as _.tactic;al 
units. 

The Third Fleet contains Two Cardi v' s, each contain;i,ng 2-3 carriers. The number of· carriers 
in any given Cardiv varies over a period of time; occasionally one carrier will operate a~one -di
rectly under the Third Fleet, ~thout being a part of either of its Cardivs. 

There were, until recently, two 'seaplane KOKUSENTAI, each made up of 4-6 seaplane carriers 
( each carrying 10-14 planes). These Seaplatendiv's have recently be!pl disbanded, and _their --CQm .... 
ponent vessels re-assigned as elements of other Japanese fleets. The largest seaplane concen~ra
t ion (2CVS, and 5 XCVS) . is now to be found in the train of the 'combined Fleet. 

The c9mplements of Japanese se_ai>lane carriers are. as follows t 

SEAPLANE CARRIERS 

TYPE NAME AIRCRAFT 
cvs-1 NOT ORO 10-VOS; 1 Catapult 
CVS-2 KAMOI 10-VOS; 
CVS-3 CHITOSE 14-VOS; 4 Catapults 
CVS-4 CHIYODA 14-VOS; 4 Catapults 
cvs-s · NISSHI N 14"-VOS; 4 Catapults 
CVS-7 .. AKITSUSHIMA ' 14-VOS; 4 Catapults 

- 4. -

TOTAL 
-ro · 

10 
14 
14 
14 
14 
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CONVERTED SEAPLANE CARRIERS 

TYPE NANE AIRCRAFTb TOTAL 

xcvs-1 KA'MIKAWA MARU 8 Seaplane Fighters•5 VOS 13 
XCVS-2 YASUKAWA MARU 8 Seaplane Fighters-5 VOS 13 
XCVS-3 KUNIKAWA MARU 8 Seaplane Fighters-5 VOS 13 
XCVS-4 SANUKI MARU 8 Seaplane Fighters-5 VOS 13 
XCVS-5 SANYO MARU 8 Seaplane Fighters-5 VOS ' 13 
XCVS-6 OKITSU MARU 8 Seaplan~ Fighters·5 · VOS 13 
XCVS-7 KI:MIKAWA MARU 8 Seaplane Fighters-5 VOS 13 
XCVS-8 SAGARA MARU 8 Seaplane Fighters-5 VOS 13 
XCVS-9 KIYOKAWA MARU 8 Seaplane Fighters-5 VOS 13 

.b. - Estimated. 

B. Ship-borne Air Groups and Squadrons (CHUTAI). 

A shore-based KOKUSENTAI (Airflot) breaks down into several shore-based KOKUTAI (Air Groups~ 
It has been sug~sted that the air complement of a ship-borne KOKUSENTAI (Cardiv) is similarly 
broken down into several ship-based KOKUTAI (Air Groups), each compriSing the air complement of one 
aircraft carrier. 

However, there is no evidence of the existence of any Air Groups other than the named and 
numbered Groups referred to later in this text. Certain of these Air Groups, based in Japan~ are 
training units, and some of these latter serve exclusively to replenish carrier strengths. Units 
of operational naval Air Groups might also be emparked on carriers if the tactical situation so 
demanded. Thus the air complement of one carrier might b6 made up of Squadrons drawn from several 
different Air Groups. 

The Squadrons embarked on one carrier, regardless of their original administrative affilia
tions, will form one tactical unit while on that carrier. This tactical unit will be designated 
by the name of its carrier, and may be roughly compared to a u.s. carrier air group. Unlike the 
regular Japanese Air Group (KOKUTAI), it is not a permanent administrative unit. 

The air complement of a Japanese carrier will vary (36-72 planes) according to the size of 
the carrier. Thus, as will be seen later, a carrier~borne air unit varies within roughly the 
same limits as a shore-based KOKUTAI (Air Group): 

NAME VF VSB VTB TOTAL 

HOSHO (Training-Air.flot 50) 12 - 24 36 
SHOKAKU ( cardi T 2) 27 18 27 72 
ZUIKAKU ( Cardi v 1 ) 27 18 27 72 
ZUIHO (Third Fleet, or Cardiv 1) 27 - 9 36 
HI TAKA ( Cardi v 2 ) 24 18 9 51 
HAYATAKA ( Cardi'Y 2) 24 18 9 51 
RYUHO (Airflot 50, or Cardiv 2) 36 
OTAKA (ACV - Third Fleet - ferrying) 9 18 9 36 
UNYO (ACV - Third Fleet - ferrying) 9 18 9 36 
CHUYO (ACV - Third Fleet - ferrying) 9 18 9 36 

4. Eleventh (Shore-based) Air Fleet (DAI JUICHI KOKU KANTAI), and the Twel.fth (Shore-based . 
: ~ 

The Eleventh Air Fleet, as previously indicated, includes most of the Navy's shore-baaed 
planes. It consists of shore-based Airflots 21, 22, 25, and 26. 3 APV's, and 2 DD's are also 
attached to this Air Fleet. 

The Eleventh Air Fleet functions in the Melanesia - New Guinea area. Also in this area is 
the 8th Fleet, composed of cruisers and destroyers. These two fleets combine to form the South-
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east Area Fleet, whic.h is commanded by the C-in-e, Eleventh Air Fleet. In the train of the South
east Area. Fleet are' 2 XCVS. It should be remembered that this organization is administrative, not 
tae-tical. ' · -~ 

Administrative headquarter:> of the Eleventh Air Fleet are at Tenian, a small island s'outh of 
Saipaitrbut -C-in-e, Eleventh Air Fleet, has maintained his operational staff at Rabaul since 
Augu11t, 1942. 

'Recently the Twelfth (shore-based) Air Fleet has been created to meet the menace arising 
from the U~S. seizure of Attu Island. The Twelfth Air Fleet is based in the Kuriles; it probably 
is made up of Airflot 24. 

-·· 
A. Shore-based Air Flotillas (Shore~based KOKUNSENTAI). 

An Air Fleet is broken down, administratively, into KOKUSENTAI (Air Flotillas). 

One Ai~ Flotilla, (abbreviated to Airflot), is made up of combat detachments from two to four 
Air Groups. The strength of the Airtlot will depend on the fluctuating size of these detachments; 
it will generally total ap~~~re from 50 to ~50 (more usually 75 to 125) planes. 

· ' Kir Flotillas have auxiliary surface vessels, such as aircraft transports, attached to them 
for supply purposes. Thus, Airflots 22-26 each contain one APV, Air.flots 23 and 26 each contain one 
CvS in addition. 

B. Air Attack Furces (KUSHUBUtAI). 

The Eleventh and TWelfth Air Fleets.' planes are organized administratively into five Airflots; 
they are ·also organized tactically into five Air Attack Forces (KUSHUBUTAI). KUSHU is "attack", 
BUTAI is "force". Each Airflot is related to one Air Attack Force. 

- lst Air Attack Force 
2nd Air Attack Force 
4th Air Attack Force 
5th Air Attack Force 

Airflot 21 
Airflot 22 
Airflot 24 -
Airflot 25 
Airflot 26 - 6th Air Attack Force 

The Rear Admiral commanding each Airflot is also the head of the corresponding Air Attack 
Force, and it is believed that each Air Flotilla serves as the administrative fountain-head for 
the Air Attack Force to which it is related. While the Air Flotillas are administrative units, 
the Air Attack Forces are exclusively ·tactica1 in function. Like all task forces, they are ex
tremely flexible in' size and composition. Each Air·Attack Force is made up, in the main, of units 
drawn from its ' correspondin~ (administrative) Air Flotilla. 

Airflot 23, it will be remembered, is a part of the Southwest Area Fleet, and is known 
tactically as the East Indies Fore~ (BUTAI) or Air .Force (KOKU BU~I). It would app~ar that the 
East Indies BUTAI is an air task force type on roughly the same level as the Air Attack -Forces, 
thou~h probably less mobile; being rather permanently stationed in the area from which it takes 
its name. The appearance or other such BUTAI (or KOKU BU~I) is possible. 

C~ Base Air Force (KICHI KOKU BUTAI). 

It is believed that the Base Air Force (KICHI KOKU BUTAI) is a task force .type quite dis-
tinct f~~ the above-mentioned BUtAI or KOKU ~UTAI. · 

In a recent South Pacific operation, the C-in-e, Eleventh (shore-based) Air Fleet, function
ed tact1-cally as Col!ll!ll1nder; Base Air Force, which was a task force embracing those of the Eleventh 
Air Fle-et's Air A'!;tack Forces taki~g part · in this particular operation. 

Evidently when a co~siderable number .of naval land-based airplanes are called on to partici
pate .in an operation under one unified command; they may be organized into a large air task force, 
termed the Base Air Force (KICHI KOKU BUTAI). ' This task force will be of considerably greater 
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scope than either a Force (BUTAI), or an Air Attack Force (Jl",US~BUTAI), either or. bo"l;p. _of ..,;iob ;;,.._ 
mi~ht be among its component elements. The Base Air Force might be termed the tac-tical equivaleJlt 
of the administ~ative Air Fleet. 

It is posdble, however, that during a future operation the ;term Base Air- Forc-e - ~Y - be ~~u~ : ,,.. 
with a very different meaning. ' .. 

It should be re-emphasized that the KOKU KANTAI (Air Fleet) and the KOKUS~NTAI (Airflo~}are 
permanent elements in the administrative organization of the Japanese naval air service, whereas ; .. 
the KUSHUBUTAI (Air Attack Force), the KOKU BUTAI (Air Force), and the KICJU KOKU BUTAI (Ba!le Air, " 
Force) are task forces types created temporarily to meet the needs of the current Pacific struggle. 

The above Base Air Force should not be confused with the Base 
mainly composed · of ·seaplanes, assigned to variou'3 Japanese bases 'in 
status is obscure, their role is believed largely defensive. It is 
operatiohal relationship to the 11th Air Fleet. 

D. Shore-based Air Groups (Shore-based KOKUTAI). 

·, 
Groups - which are units, 
the Pacific. Their exact . 
possible that they ha~ some 

One KOKUSENTAI (Airflot) breaks down into two or three KOKUTAI (Air Groups), or: deta-ch!wmts 
usually Type Wings - thereof. KOKU is "air", TAI is "unit"; the Japanese sometimes abbre.viate 
KOKUTAI to KU. 

Air Groups are commanded by Naval Captains (KAIGUN TAISA), and are the 'l;lasic administrative 
units of the Japanese naval air service. Air Groups (KOKUTAI) are of two types: · 

(1) -Those which have permanent home stations in the Japanese Empire and which are some.times 
known by the names of these sta tiona~ 

(2) "Specially Mobilized" Air Groups (TOKUSETSU KOKUTAI), which are numbered and are known 
by their numerical designations. It is ~elieved that these ~roups may have been established at 
air stations outside the Empire,as the Japanese have ·shown some inclination 'to name air stations 
within the Empire,_ and to number ·· those outside the Empire. 

Recently, the Japanese have introduced very high numeral designations for both named and 
numbered Air Groups. Named Air Groups are apparently now known by both their original names and 
their new numbers. · 

These new high numbers serve as a fairl y reliable guide to the composition _gf the Air Groups 
involved; thus observation Groups are .usually numbered in the l00's, fi ghter ·Groups in the 200'&• 
mixed fighter-bomber Groups in the 500's, bomber Groups in the 700's, flying boat. Groups in :the . 
BOO's, float plane -Groups in the 900's. But -there are lots of- exceptions; the composition of 
many Air Groups is rather mixed. 

This· system, · like all matters pertaining to the designation of naval air unit's, is: or ·cours.e;- --.:; 
subject· to constant change.- The Japanese are intensely se.curi ty-minded, 'nominal and_ numerical . 
changes are continually introduced in the organization of their ·naval air ·force to conceal its. -reai 
status. 

The total number of Air Groups in active status will vary according to the s'trength of the 
Japanese air force. If heavy losses are experienced, certain Groups may drop out of the picture; 
if production and training out-run casual ties, new Air Groups may be acti vat.ed. _ Since the Air .· 
Group seldom functions as a combat unit, in its entirety, the total number of Air Groups in active 
status, and fluctuations therein, . are · matters of administrative, rather than 'oper ational, con~~rn. 

, 
·'•;i 

Air Group& do not necessarily consist of only one· type of aircraft ~ and th~ir size_ ~n: ..:a;, , "~ J 
within wide limitss some run as high as 150, others · come as low as 18 . Of ten, they will contain 1 
transport planes, in addition to one or more types of combat p l:anes . . . . ----· ' 

A further confusing factor i s that the Ai r Group doe s not a lways function .as Q~!3 pody i -, i t~-
combat detachments may be scattere d among several different theaters of . war. · 
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Some of an Air Group's strength may be maintained at its home station, particul~rly if that 
station is in the Japanese Empire. These aircraft will have duties in connection with air raid 
defense and anti-submarine warfare; they will probably also engage in advanced operational train
ing. As the Air Group's home strength is increased by the addition of planes and air crews re
ceived from Japanese factories and training centers, that home strength will in turn be reduced 
by the despatch of the Air Group's combat detachments to various Air Flotillas. 

It is sometimes difficult, when confronted with documentary evidence that a certain Air 
Group is a part of a given Airflot, to decide whether the entire Air Group, or merely one of its 
combat detachments, is involved. It is generally believed, however, that these are references to 
combat detachments of Air Groups, not to the total original establishments of the Air Groups con
cerned. These combat detachments may bA made up of one or more Type Wings, or of lesser units -
such as Squadrons. 

One Airflot, for example, is thought to have been made up as follows: 3 bomber Type Wings 
{DAITAI) of 27-30 planes each; 5 fighter Type Wings; and one observation squadron {CHUTAI) .of ten 
planes. 

One Air Group had the following of its units attached to an Airflotr three fighter squadrons 
{15 planes each), and two torpedo squadrons (9 planes each). 

Both these examples suggest that Air Flotillas are made up of Type Wings and/or Squadrons 
taken from several different Air Groups. 

Certain Air Groups, by the way, do not seem to have any combat functions; they are merely 
training units, serving as replacement pools for other combat Air Groups, or for aircraft carriers, 
Training Air Groups are believed to diverge somewhat in strength and composition form other Air 
Groups. 

In considering lists of shore-based Air Groups and their aircraft strengths, one must there
fore· consider whether the Air Group in question is a training or a combat unit, and if the latter, 
whether its given aircraft strength represents ·the total original establishment of the Air Group 
at its home base, or the present operating strength of one of its overseas detachments. 

Often the operating detachment of an Air Group will be 
lead one to believe that it comprises the entire Air Group. 
ment of the entire Air Group may be given, without any clear 
menta can claim but a fraction of that strength. 

referred to in such 4 manner as to 
At other times the original establish
indication that its operating detach-

Of course there must always be borne in mind the possibility that an Air Group will function 
its entirety .as a combat unit of an Air Flotilla. This is probably m..ore often true of Specially 
Mobilized Air Groups than of those which have bases within the Japanese Empire. 

It has been suggested that operational detachments of Air Groups will appFoximate the follow
ing figurest A flying boat detachment: 12 aircraft, a floatplane detachment: 12-18 planes, a 
fighter detachment: 45 fighters with 6 recco•s occasionally added. Medium bomber detachments will 
sometimes come as high as 45 planes; 27 is, however, the more normal figure; while dive bomber de
tachments usually have about 18 planes. 

An enemy source indicates that these combat detachments of Air Groups are known as HONTAI, 
which means "main unit". The home detachments are known as ZANRYUTAI, which means "remaining • 
units". These terms indicate the overseas detachments to be larger than the home units~ 

E. rype Wings (DAITAI), Squadrons (CHUTAI, BUNTAI), Sectiqns (SHOTAI). 

As indicated in Part I of this text, the DAITAI (Type Wing) exists as a unit, only when in 
flight. It does not exist as an administrative unit, on the ground. Thus, or~anizationally, the 
Air Group breaks down into a variable number of Squadrons, of 9 planes each. 

Th~ee Squadrons flying together as a unit are called a DAITAI. Such a Type Wing wil l be 
commanded by the senior Squadron leader present. 
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The Squadron, in flight, is known as a CHUTAI; as an administrative unit, on the ground, it 
is known as a BUNTAI. The ~quadran breaks down into 3 Sections (SIIOTAI) of three planes each. 

As an example of the. administrative break-down of an Air Group into Squadrons, the following 
make-up one KOKUTAI is cited: 

BUNTAI #1 & # 2 
BUNTAI if3 & -/14 
BUNTAI 7f5 & ~ 

BUNTAI #7 
BUNTAI #8 : 

BUNTAI #9 & #10: 

Fighter squadr~ns (total : 22 planea). 
Fighter maintenance unit. 
Bomber squadrons (total : 18 planes). 
Bomber maintenance unit. 
Communications unit. 
Administrative units. 

It is stated that, within this KOKUTAI, the two fighter BUNTAI were treated as one unit, 
and the two bomber BUNTAI were treated as one unit. The total fie;hter unit, when in flight, was 
probably called a DAITAI, the same being true of the total bomber unit. 

It appears that a KOKU'rAI may sometimes have plane strength in reserve, in addition to the 
complement of its DAITAI. The above KOKUTAI had two DAITAI of 30 planes each, plus a Group re
serve of 10 planes, making a total KOKUTAI strength of 70 planes. 

Its interesting to note that this Air Group apparently functioned as one unit, instead of 
being broken up into a home detachment and a combat detachment, 

The above maintenance BUNTAI break down into maintenance HAN (Platoons), of 50-60 men, 
each attached to one aircraft Squadron. 

- 9 -
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- III -

- ARMY AIR FORCE 

It is felt that naval personnel should be familiar with Japanese Army air organization, 
because of the increasinG use of Japanese Army air units in the Pacific. Their assignment to this 
theater has been brought about both by a desire to afford close air support to Army ground troops 
in New Guinea and New Britain, and by the need to make good drastic air losses suffered , in the 
Pacific by the naval air force. 

1". Army Aviati.on Headquarters (RIKUGUN KOKU HOMBU.) 

The administration of Army aviation was reorganized in May, 1942, in order to give the Army 
Air Force a degree of power and autonomy not unlike that of our own A.A.F. At that time the Army 
Aviation Headquarters (RIKUGUN KOKU HO'MBU) were set up, to be headed by a Lieutenant General 
(RIKUGUN CHUS.HO) or a full General (RIKUGUN TAISHO). RIKUGUU means "Army" ,as distinct from 
KkiGUN, "Navy'*. 

The Commanding General, Army Aviation Headquarters, is directly responsible to the Emperor, 
instead of to the Minister of War, or the Chief of the General Staff, who are his equals in rank 
and _Who· also enjoy direct access to the Emperor. These three officers constitute the High Command 
of the Japanese Army, the head of Army Aviatio~ Headquarters havin~ cognizance of Army air opera
tions, training, and materiel. 

It is obvious, however, that this officer, much like the Commanding General of our own Army 
Air Forces, is not in a position to exercise direct tactical command over the widespread air forces 
which he heada. This tactical command must rest with heads of the various Air Commands in differ-. 
ent theaters of war. 

2. Air Commands (KOKU EEIDAN) and Flying Divisions (HIKO SHIDAN). 

HIKO is "flyinr;", SHIDAN is "division", henc.e HIKO SHIDAN is "Flying Division". The Flying 
Division is the largest unit of the Japanese Army Air Service. Commanded by a Lieutenant-General, 
it includes .anywhere from 200 to 400 planes, and the unit~ ~ecessary to servicing thereof. 

Seven Flying Divisions have been identified, the 1st 
the 3rd in China; the 4th in Manchuria and the North China, 
the 6th in the Southwest Pacific, and the 7th in the N.E.I. 
Rangoon, of the 6th at Rab~ul, and of the 7th at Ambon. 

in Japan proper, the 2nd ~n Manchuria, 
the 5th in Burma and adjacent regions, 
Headquarters of the 5th are at 

The 6th ~d 7th Flying Divisions were very recently activated. It is believed that they wer~ 
organized out of units taken from other Flying Divisions for this purpose. 

A Flying Division does not maintain any fixed size or composition; it may shrink or expand 
as the military situation requires. Air units are shifted freely from one Flying Division to an
other; the Divisions themselves are rarely moved about as units. 

One step above the Flying Division is the KOKU HEIDAN. KOKU is "air", HEIDAN is ncorps"; 
KOKU HEIDAN is translated "Air Command". lhree Air Commands have been identified, each headed by. 
a Lieutenant General: the 1st in Japan proper, the 2nd in Manchuria, and the 3rd at Singapore. 

These Air Commands are staffs, not units. They control all Army air operat~ons within the 
areas under their cognizance. Thus the 1st Flying Division answers to the 1st Air,Command; the 
2nd, 3rd, and 4th Flying Division to the 2nd Air Command; the 5th, 6th, and 7th Flying Divisions, 
pro~ablY, to the 3rd Air Commands. 

The Air Commands are not mobile; they are permanently established, in different theaters of 
war, to exercise strate ~ic command over Army a i r units in those theaters. Tactical command remains 
with th:e : Flying Division, or, when that unit is too widely scattered to function as a body, with • 
t he Flying Brigade. 

- 10 -
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Units may be freely shifted aoout from one Air Command to another, the Command itself re
mains unaffected. Air Commands are created or abolished as the tempo and location of air opera
tions seem to require. 

It is interesting to speculate on the relation between these commands of the Japanese Army 
air forces and the equivalent commands of the Japanese Army ground f.orces. 

The JapanEise armies, which might be compared to Flying Divisions, are co-ordinated by staffs, 
which might be conpared to the Air Commands. These staffs are: C-in-C, National Defense Forces, 
in Japan proper; C-in-e, Kwantung Army, in Manchuria; C-in-e, Forces in China; C-in-e, Southern 
Expeditionary Forces, with headquarters at Singapore. It is not certain whether the 8th Army Group, 
controlling ground forces in the south and southwest Pacific, with headquarters at Rabaul, answers 
to C-in-e, Southern Expeditionary Forces, or directly to the Army High Command in Tokyo. 

It will be seen that C-in-C, National Defense Forces, corresponds to the lst Air Command; 
C-in-C, Kwantung Army, and C-in-C, Forces in China, to the 2nd Air Command; and the C-in-e, South
ern Expeditionary forces, to the 3rd Air Command. 

It is not known whether, in these cases, the Air Command is subordinated to the equivalent 
ground command, or whether each of the two commands answers individually to the Army High Command 
in Tokyo. In the ·latter case, the ground and air commanders are presumably expected to effect co
'ordination on a voluntary basis. The Japanese emphasis on unity of camman~ and on the use of air
power in suppo_rt of ground operations, nakes the former course ··more likely than the latter, however. 

3. Flying Brigades (HIKODAN) and Flying Regiments (HIKO SENTAI). 

The Flying Division breaks down into about 3 Flying Brigades, each with about 70-120 planes. 
The Flying Brigade is generally commanded by a Major General (RIKUGUN SHOSHO), though eometimes by 
a Colonel (RIKUGUN TAISA). It may be roughly compared to a Navy KOKUSENTAI (Air Flotilla). 

HI JI'Of' '.N is an abbreviation for HIKO, which means "flying", and RYODAN, which means ,.Brigade". 
The HI J:'- -d~ are very mobile, being divorced from servicing and administrative responsibilities. 
They are 1·reely . shifted from one Flying Divis ion to another; thus, for example, a given . Flying 
Brigade might fight in Burma during the dry season as part of the 5th Flying Brigade, and might be 
transferred to the NEI as part of the 7th Flying Di~sion during the Monsoon. 

A Flying Brigade breaks down into 3 Flying Regiments, each of about 27 planes. HIKO is 
"flying", SENTAI is "battle unit". Flying Regiments were called HIKO RENTAl before the. 'war, 
RENTAl being the ground forces' term for "regiment". Lately the more dynamic term SENTAl has been 
substituted. 

The Flying Regiments, like the Flying Brigades, are divorced from administrative and servic
ing duties, and hence are extremely mobile. However, they generally function within the framework 
of the Flying Brigade - Flying Regiments are not shifted from one Brigade to another as freely as 
Brigades are shifted from one Flying Division to another. Flying Regiments are generally commanded 
by Majors (RlKUGUN SHOSA) or Lieutenant Colonel& (RIKUGUN CHUSA). 

A Flying Brigade does not necessarily consist of only type of aircraft, a Flying Regiment 
generally does. 

4. Type Wings (DAITAl), Squadrons (CHUTAI), Sections (SHOTAI). 

A Flying Regiment breaks down into three Squadrons (CP.UTAI),~f 9 planes each: The Japane~e 
Army Squadron is the same ~s the Navy squadron, breaking down into three sections (SHOTAI) of three 
planes each. A squadron will generally be commanded by a Captain (RIKUGUN TAli). When in flight, 
three squadrons are termed a DAITAI. This is exclusively a tactical term. 

Certain Squadrons operate independently, usually as obse~vation units, attached to ground 
forces. These are termed DOKIRITSU CHUTAI (Independent Squadrons). 

5. Task Forces (BUTAI). 

- 11-



we have noted the Navy use of BUTAI, KUSHUBUTAI, and KICHI KOKU BUTAI. The Army also creates 
tactical air task forces - though less frequently and regularly than the Navy. Army air task 
forces are termed BUTAI, their size and composition will vary according to their mission. Their 
existence probably does not outlast the fulfillment of this mission. 

6. Administrative Units: Air District Hdqts. (KOKU CHIKU SHIREIBU), Airfield Battalions (HIKOJO 
DAITAI), Airfield Companies (HIKOJO CHUTAI). 

Scattered throughout "Greater East Asia" are Japanese Air District Headquarters. These are 
staffs, each of which controls all aviation ground functions (servicing and administrative) in the 
area under its cognizance. It will be recalled that the Flying Division is organized on a rather 
permanent territorial basis: it is believed that such a division will break down tactically into 
Flying Brigades, and administratively into Air District Headquarters. 

The Flying Brigades are mobile combat aviation units; the Air District Headquarters are im
mobile ground "housekeeping" units. Both answer to the Commanding General of their parent Flying 
Division, who thus controls all aviation matters within the zone under his command. · Comparatively 
little is known of the organization and content of the Air Dis·trict Headquarters. 

A lower administrative and servicing echelon is the HIKOJO DAITAI. HIKOJO means "airfield", 
DAITAI is "large unit". The Airfield Battalion is generally attached directly to a Flying Regi
ment, whose administrative and servicing functions it assumes. 

On the following page is a chart, reproduced from ATIS, SWPA, Serial 159, showing the organi
zation of an Airfield Battalion,as described by an enemy source. It will be seen that the Battal
ion breaks down into a guard company, a supply company, and a servicing company, this latter con
sisting of three servicing platoons, each attached to one aircraft squadron. 

The Airfield Battalion is a mobile unit. It does not necessarily move with the Flying Regi
ment, but will generally move closely after. or effect a rendez:vous with, such a parent unit, as 
the .latter will be heavily dependent on it for servicing. It is believed that an Airfield Batalion 
will come under cognizance of the Air· District Headquarters in whose area it functions. 

The .HIKOJO CHUTAI, or Airfield Company, is a miniature version of the Airfield Battalion. It 
will be attached to squadrons operating independently or to small advanced airfields. 

7 Divisions (KYOIKU HIKO SHIDAN), Air Trainin (KYOIKU 
i.men ts ( KYOfiW HfKO RENTAI 1. 

Advanced operational training is conducted by F1ying Divisions - particularly those in quiet 
areas, such as Japan and Manchuria. 

Primary and intermediate training was formerly the function of the First Flying Division, in 
Japan proper. Lately it is believed that this division has been relieved of pr~mary and intermedi
ate training, so as to free it for the defense of Japan and the Kuriles. Those of its ~its which 
carried on training activities have been assigned to the newly created 51st Air Training Division, 
also located in Japan proper. 

So far no other Air Training Division has been identified. The 51st Air Training Division 
breaks down into Air Training Brigades ~d Air Training Regiments much like any other Flying DiTi· 
sion. The wora· KYOIKU, which will be noted in the above ti tle.s, means "training." 
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FLYING RANK - ARMY AND NAVY 

1. Officers 

Officers of the Japanese Army and Navy air services have- like u.s. ~ere- the same· titles 
and badges of rank as other line officers of the service to which they belong. These titles and 
insignia are reproduced on pages 15 and 16. 

In the case of naval officers' collar and shoulder tab insignia, the cherry blossoms are 
silver, the areas shaded in the illustrations on page 15 are black, and the unshaded areas are 
gold. In the case .of · flying officers 1 the cherry blossom may be blue; 1n the case of air ground 
staff officers, it ms:y be .green. These insignia are worn as collar tabs on blue uniforms, and as 
shoulder-boards on white uniforms. The cuf'f bands are black on blue uniforms, gold lace being used 
for ceremonial dress. On flying dress, officers wear a cloth patch on the left arm above the · 
elbow 1 bearing a design in gold lace similar to that of' the cuff bands. 

In the case of' the e.nrq officers' insignia, the stars are gold, the areas shaded on page 15 
are red, and the unshaded areas are gold. 

It will be noted that Army and. Navy Officers have the same titles of rank. The words KAIGTJN 
("Navy") and RIKl.&UN ("Army'') are prefixed to avoid confusion. In the Navy, flying officers put 
the term X:OKU between KAIGUN an:l their title of rank, while air ground staff officeres use the term 
SEIBI 1n the same way. Thus a KAIGUN X:OKt.T SHOOA is a flying Lieutenant Commander, while a KAIGUN 
SEIBI SHOOA is a Lieutenant Commander, A-V(S). 

The SHO which is used in SHOOHO (rear Admiral) 1 SHUSHO (Vice Admiral) 1 ani TAISHO (Admiral) 1 

means "cOIII!llmding officer" 1 and ms:y-;-on occasion, be usedaa follows: SHa!'AISHO (Coiiiiiiander of a 
SHOTAI) 1 CHOl'AISHO (Commander of a CHOl'AI), and so on. This is a way of referring to the unit's 
c.o., withoUt designating hie actual rank. · 

2. Enlisted Personnel 

Both Japanese air services make great use of' enlisted men as pilots and as members of air
crewe. Even as pilots, enlisted men outnumber officers by as I!Dlch as four to one. 

With respect to naval· enlisted ranks 1 it should be noted that the HIKO SOCHO (U.s.N.: War
rant Officer) wears a sleeve cuff band, collar tabs, and shoulder boards; the Ja!'O HEISO (U.S.N.: 
Chief Petty Officer) has three cherry blossoms on the sleeve 1 but no collar tabs or shoulder 
boards; while the other six enlisted ratings wear their insignia on the right arm, just above the 
elbow. 

The word HIK01 which will be noted 1n the titles of all eight ratings, means "flying". In 
the case of the ground air staff, SEIBI is substituted for HIKO in the title, and. a spea]tl, i air
plans, seen :f'rom a side view, is substituted for the solid airplane, seen from above, 1n their in
signia. The personnel of both the Flying and. Ground Crew branches are d1 vided into specialist 
categories, each category being distinguished by its own badge and title. These categories are as 
follows: 

1. Flying (HIKO) BI'al'ch. 
A. Pilots (SOJUIN, • 

1. Fighter pilots (SENTOKI SOJUIN). 
2. Bomber pilots (B.AKWEKI SOJUIN). 

:B. Non-Pilots (TEISATSUIN). 
1. Observation, navigation, photography, etc. 

(TEISATSU). 
2. Radio and gunnery (DENSHIN). 
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II. Ground Crew (SEIBI) Branch. 
A. Ground ~chanica (SEIBIIW). 
B. Armament Specialists (BEiniw). 
c. Flying mechnaics (TOJOIH), who maintain and 

inspect equipment in flight. These men constitute 
less than 5% of the ground crew branch. 

In the case of Army enlisted ratings, the same use of HIKO will be noted. For the ground 
crews, SEIBI is substituted. Enlisted men down through the grade of corporal may act as pilots; 
all enlisted men may be members of aircrews. There are no u. s. Army equivalents for the HIKO 
GOCHO and the HIKO JOTO BEI, these terms have therefore been literally translated. 

3. Illustrations 

The charts shewing Japanese ~ and Navy flying ranks are given on the following two pages. 
In these charts, certain Japanese Navy enlisted titles are given in parentheses. These re
present abbreviations which are frequently used by the Japanese instead of the full title of the 
rank in question. 
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ignia._ 

Enlisted men beneath the 

grade of JOTO HEISO do not 

NEAREST 
U. S. NAVY NAVY 
EQUIVALENT (KAIGUN) 

Admiral TAISHO 

CHUSHO 

ral I SHOSHO 

Captain 

Conrnander 

Lt. Comdr. 

Lieut. 

Lt. (j. g.) 

-
Ensi~n 

--
(Flyi11g) 

warrant 

Officer 

"hief 
Petty 

Officer 

I 

I 

TA ISA 

CHUSA 

SHOSA 

TA II 

CHUI 

SHOI I 

HI~O 

SOCHO I 

JOTO 

HE ISO 

(Flying) ITTO 
Petty HI KO 

Officer, HEISO 

ARMY 
(R I KUGUN) 

TAISHO 

CHUSHO 

SHOSHO 

TAISA 

CHUSA 

SHOSA 

TA II 

CHUI 

SHOI 

JUN.,-1 

HIKO 

SOCHO 

HIKO 

GUNSO 

u. s. ARMY I 
EQUIVAL 

General 

Lt.-Gen. 

Major-<Jen. 

Colonel 

Lt.-Col. 

Major 

Captain 

1st. Lt. 

2nd. Lt. 

(Flying) 

warrant 

officer 

(Flying) 

Master 

sergeant 

(Flying) 

Sergeant 

COLLAR INSIGNIA 

--

} 7 --------, 

--·~..._-__._ 

-·---·-wear any collar, shoulder 1st Class (IPPISC. 

tab, or sleeve cuff insig-t-· ----+-----if----.f-----+--------------"1 
nia. They wear their 

badges of rank on the ri 

sleeve just above the elbow. 

(flying) 
Petty 

Officer, 
2nd Class 

(Flying) 
Petty 

Officer, 
3rd Class 

(Flying) 
Non-rated 
man, 1st 

Class 

(flying) 
Non-rated 
man, 2nd 

Class 

(Flying) 
Non-rated 
man, 3rd 

class 

NITO 
HIKO 

HE ISO 
NIHISO) 

ITTO I 
HIKOH~I 
(IPPI 

NITQ 

HI KOHE I 

(HI HI) 

SANTO 

HIKOHEI 

(SAMPI) 
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HIKO 

GOCHO 

(Flying) 

Corporal 

(Flying) 
HI KO I 0 • 1 

HEICHO Prt~Cipa 
Private ---

HIKO (Flying) 

JOTO Superior 

HEI Private 

HI KO (Flying) 

ITTO Private, 

HE I. 1st Class 

HIKO 

I (Flying) 
NITO Private 
HEI 
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' ADDENDA TO PART IV (FlYING R~K) 

Recent information lndtcatPs that effective July 1. 194~, the titles and arm 
insignia nf thi si~ lowe~t Japanese naval ratin~s of the seaman branch werP chan~~d, 
to be as follows: 

tJ.S. Equivalent 

(Flying) Petty Officer, tst Class 

(Flying) Petty Officer, 2nd Class 

(Flying) Petty OfflcPr, 3rd Class 

(Flying) Jlion-ratPd man, 1st Class 

(Flying) Non-rated man, 2nd Class 

(Flying) Non-rated man, 3rd Class 

Japanese 

Jaro HIKO HEISO 
(JOHISO) 

ITTO HIKO HEJSO 
(II'P ISO) 

1\JT(I 1111\0 HEISO 
(l'IIHISO) 

HIKO HEICHO 
(HICHO) 

J<YrO HIKOHEI 

(JOHI) 

IHO HIKOHEI 
(IPPI) 

Inslgnla 

• 
* 

• • 

H• 

H• 

H• 
Ground aviation staffs substitute SEIBI for HIKO. In the case of flytn~ 

personnel, the cherry blossom 1s blue, in the case of ground aviation staffs, 
it is green. These insignia, like the old markings ~re worn on thE' right 
s)eeve. Both old and new ins ign1 a m&)' be encoun t .e red in c~ba t ar~as, de
pendihg on how recentl¥ the personnel in question have arrived from Japan. 
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Table A, Pa rt 2: Japan ese Army Air Service -.:: CO!H I BI!IIJ.I..LI -chain of tactical command 

chain of se r vicin9 COUIMd 

I l 

I WAR MINISTRY I I ARMY GENERAl STAFF I 

ARMY AV IATION HDQTS. 

(R IKUGUN KDKU HOMBU) 

0 P E R A I 0 N A l 

AIR COI*IAND S 
(KOKU HE IDAM) 

The se staffs are permanently assigned to theaters of 

ano have cognizance of all flying Divisions witnin 
tnose theaters. Tnere are currently three of these Com
mands: one in Japan, cant rolling air operations in the 

Empire: one aot Ksinking, cotltrollil'lg !lir ope rat ions in 
Manchuria and possibly IIOrth Cl)ina: and one at Singapore, 

cont rolling Army air operations from Burma to the Solomons. 

T 
FLYIII G DIVISION S 

(HIKO SIH DAII) 

These are the largest units of the o\rmy .t.ir Force. 
They have no fi•ed size or composition . Each contains 
200-1100 planes and the units necessary to servicing tnere

or, The 1st FO is in Japan, tha 2nd and ~th are in Man
churia , the3rd is in China, the 5th in BurmaandMalayn, 
the 6th In southwest Pac ific, ano the 7th ·in the N.L I, 

Each rw.ay De compared , to usur Air FoJce, or a Japanese 

ll avy KO~USUTAI. 

T 
FLYIIIGBRIGADES 

(moo'") 
A Flying Division is 111ade up or 3-11 Flying 

Brigades, each or which is 111ade up or ) - II Fl ying 

J?eglments, or a total or about 100 planes, not ' 
necessari l y all or o~ type , Tl'le fl ying 8rlgaoe 
Is much mo r e mobile than tne Flying oiv is ion, be

Ing divorced from admln lst r at ive and ground ser
vicing responsi Di l it ie1. Ttle Fly ing Brigade Is 

l ~rou.g_hly equIva lent to the tor~~~er US AAF "' ng. 

T 
flYING REGIHEIITS 

(HIKO SEIITll) 

f"cb is made up or 3- 11 Sq~o~adrons, or abo~o~t 

1

)0 aircraft, frequently all or one type . May De 

COII'Ipared to a usur Group o r a Japane se Navy 
KOKI.Ihl. 

I 
SQUADRONS 
(CHUTAI) 

Each consists or ) Sections, or aoout 9 

planes in a ll. Roughly equivala(lt to au . s. 
Squadron. 

T 
SECT lOllS 
(SKOlAII . 

' ; - i . .-;1 • • ~ ~-

AIR DISTRICT MEAOQUARTERS 
(KOKUCHIKIJ SHIREIBU) 

Tht.sehand l eadl'llinistrati ve anG s ervicing 

duties at the '-""e l or the Flying Brigade . 
Each is stationed permanently in a giver~ area, 
se rvicir~g all the tactical units and control 

! ing all the lower servicir~g units in that 

AIRFIELD BATTAUOMS 
(HI~oJo QAITAI) 

These pedor rw administrative and s..rvicing 

duties at the level or the Flying Regiment. They 
are mobile, often oeing attached directly to tne 
flying Reglt~~ents. 

AIRFIELDCO+IPAMIES 
.CHIK_OJO Oldlll) 

These perror111 ad111inistrative and servicing 
duties at the level of the squad r on. They 111ay oe 

attached to 1ndepende11t Squadrons or to s111all 
ad ... ancedalrfields. 

TRAIINING 

AIR TRAINING DIYISIOMS 
{KYOU:IJ ttiKO SHIDlll) 

only one such unit has been identified - the 51st Air 
Training Oi ... ision in Japan proper. This division conducts 

primary and interl'llediate training, which was formerly the 
tunc t ion of the 1st rlying Division, now be li eved fully en

gaged in ASW and the defense of the Empire . Advanced oper
ational training is probab l yCOI'Iducted by the v,.riousFlying 

Oivisions, particularly those in Japan and Hal'lchwria. 

AIR TRAIIIIMG BRIGADES 
(KYOi kV HlkO SHIDAM) 

The Stst Air Training oiv is ion b rea~s dawn 

into Brigades, Regiments, and SQuad r ons - just 
likearegularflying Division. The personnel 
or these units lea ... e as soon as they are trained 

out tile units remain as part of the 51St Divi 
sion. 

AIR TRAIIIIMG REGIHOTS 

{KYO IKU HU:O SEHAI) 

AIR TRAINING SQUADROIIS 

(KYOIKU CIIIJTAI) 

AIR TRAIMIIIG DISTRICT HElDqtiARTERS 
(KYOIKU \COKU CHikU SHIREIBU) 

The Brigades and 11egi111ents of the sut Air 

Training Division are serviced by Air Training' 

Distri ct HeadQuarters and Airfi to ld Training Rat
tal ions. The sa wni ts proDably train ground per
sO/Ina 1 in f!dG it ion to t~e i r adnlini st r at lve and 

servicing duties. 

AIRfiELD TRAIIIIIIG BATIALIOIIS 

{KYOIKU,,HIKOJO DAllAl) 

Each consists or _abou t ) planes. I 
., ~ ~--··-··-·~---·- - k& - 19- . . ·. ·.• I ."' < 1 t; ,~ re l¥ 

",.,. 
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GLOSSARY OF NAVAL ABBREVIATIONS 
EMPLOYED IN THIS PAPER 

......... 
...:~it(~ · h·otr~-1:· . ~-'II· ' ~--~ ·~ . -~ ' --~ t \ 

SHIPS 

BB - battleship 
CA - h~avy cruiser 
CL - light cruiser 
DD - destroyer 
SS - submarine 
SA - submarine tender 

CVS - seaplane carrier 
XCVS - converted seaplane carrier 

CV - aircraft carrier 
ACV - Auxiliary aircraft carrier 
APV - aircraft transport 

PI.ANES 

fighter 
horizontal bomber 

- dive bomber 

VF
VB 

VSB 
VTB 
vos 

torpedo plane 
observation plane 

- 21-
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